
The key role of social care in

building Scotland’s cyber resilience



Safe, Secure and Prosperous: 
a cyber resilience strategy for Scotland (Nov 2015)

“Cyber resilience is being able to prepare for, withstand, 
rapidly recover and learn from deliberate attacks in the 
online world”



Scotland’s ambition
A world leader in cyber resilience and be a nation that can 
claim, by 2020, to have achieved the following outcomes:

(i) Our people are informed and prepared to make the most of digital technologies safely.

(ii) Our business and organisations recognise the risks in the digital world and are well 
prepared to manage them.

(iii) We have confidence in, and trust, our digital public services.

(iv) We have a growing and renowned cyber resilience research community.

(v) We have a global reputation for being a secure place to live and learn, and to set up 
and invest in business.

(vi) We have an innovative cyber security, goods and services industry that can help meet 
global demand.



Programme for Government 17-18

Commitment to develop action plans:

▪ Learning and skills

▪ Public sector cyber resilience

▪ Private sector cyber resilience

▪ Third sector cyber resilience

▪ Economic opportunity



Cyber Resilience Learning and Skills Action Plan (Mar 18)

Four overarching aims (covering 37 actions):

• raising awareness of the whole population about the importance of safety and security when 
using online digital technologies

• explicity embedding cyber resilience in formal and non-formal curricula, making sure that all 
learners have opportunities to learn how to keep themselves and those around them safe and 
secure

• explicitly embedding cyber resilience in workplace learning so that our organisations benefit 
from cyber resilient employees, and we can all trust organisations with our data

• developing our cyber security skills pipeline so that organisations can recruit highly skilled 
professionals
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17. The Scottish Government will work with care 
providers whose staff are well placed to support their 
clients to be more cyber resilient



Fundamentally this is about professional development for carers so that 
they can:

• Be safe and secure in their everyday work practices (in the office, on 
the move or in people’s homes)

• Be ready (and confident) to provide some support to people who use 
services around their use of digital online technologies



Straightforward

Proportionate

Enabling



Password 
Security



Write password 

down

Family members 

names as 

Password

Didn’t change 

default Password

‘123456’ as your 

Password

‘Your Date of 

Birth’ as your 

Password

‘Password’ as 

your Password

Use the same 

password on 

multiple accounts

Added a number 

to the end of an 

old Password. 

Shared your 

password with

someone

Password Bingo!!



Top Passwords

o password

o 123456

o sunshine

o qwerty

o Iloveyou

o princess

o admin

o welcome

o abc123

o football
o

666666
123123
monkey
charlie
654321
!@#$%^&amp;*
aa123456
donald
querty123
password1







Automated 
guessing of large 
numbers of 
passwords until 
the correct one is 
foundorce 

sP1derm@n

G!@asg3

Brute Force



G!@asg3



Think Three Random Words -
Passphrase Method

● embark jewel neuron
● Game of thrones
● my fluffy dog
● dusky mysterious cadet



Think Random!



Unique Password Everywhere

● Strong unique passphrase for 
every account

● Use a security tool to help 
you store and create 
passwords securely. -
Password Manager



Two Factor Authentication

2FA



Next steps
❑ 3 word passphrase
❑ Use a password manager
❑ Turn on 2FA
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/

https://www.getsafeonline.org/

https://www.cyberaware.gov.uk/

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/
https://www.getsafeonline.org/
https://www.cyberaware.gov.uk/
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